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Game playing
for therapy

Members of Greg Stone’s Occupational Therapy class practice
mental and physical handicaps of children to gain a better
understanding of the problem. From left are Sue Somaduroff,,
Nita Stark and Andrew Joselson.
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Senior questionnaire sparks
opposition by worried faculty
by Russ Fung
A questionna1re asking SJSU
graduating seniors about their
educational experience has led to
accusations of secret files and
threats to academic freedom by the
faculty,
In a March 4 letter addressed to
all academic employees, Wiggsy
Sivertsen, United Professors of
California chapter president at
SJSU, said one part of the seven part
questionnaire is a violation of the
state "open files" act,
The act, passed in 1976, requires
employee access to their own personnel file,
Sivertsen said the sending and
collecting of questionnaires could
pose a threat if the material is not
placed in personnel file.
In response, President Gail
Fullerton wrote in a letter to
Sivertsen that the UPC president’s
understanding of the questionnaire
was "not quite accurate."
Expect for an "open-end
question," that asks students to
name any outstanding or poor
professors they had, "there is
nothing that would permit the
identification of any individual
faculty member," Fullerton wrote,
Fullerton said the open-ended
questions were separated from the
rest of the responses and treated as
a confidential matter.
They were in turn sent to the

academic vice president and
distributed to the school deans who
used them as "feedback" with
department chairs.
Fullerton said these were not
intended to be placed in any file or
used for such purposes as retention,
tenure or promotion.
Sivertsen said the entire process
of sending and collecting
questionnaires and the information
received through them is exactly the
type of action the act was designed
to prevent, namely secret files.
Sivertsen recommended to
Fullerton that all personnel-related
information obtained through the
questionnaire process be given to
each faculty member and all other
copies be destroyed.
Sivertsen said she has urged all
instructional faculty to check their
personnel files to "see if any of the
information from this questionnaire
has been placed there."
If not, Sivertsen said, the administration is required by the state
law to explain where this information is being kept.
In her letter to employees,
Sivertsen wrote there are other
ways to obtain evaluations and that
they should be used instead,
Sivertsen added that the administration should cease collecting
such information,
"To go outside of longestablished evaluation procedures

Duncan Hall, Business Tower to be upgraded

Modifications to be made on campus elevators
by Barbara Wyman
Students can soon feel safer in
high-rise classroom buildings at
SJSU after modifications are made
to bring them up to new state fire
and life safety standards.
The modifications will be made
to the Business Tower and Duncan
Hall following the final signing of a
contract with the firm which will do
the work.
The contract should be signed
within the next few weeks, according to Ron Montgomery, environmental health and occupational safety officer at SJSU.
Budgeted funds for the project
fell $9,671 short of the lowest bid by
contractors but the associate
executive vice president’s office
received word from the State
Department of Finance yesterday
morning approving the additional
funds.
The low bid, from Gearhart and
Spivey Contractors of Campbell,
was $513,093.
Work to be done on the buildings
includes securing runners on
elevator shafts so they won’t pop out
of their guide even under extreme
force (as in an earthquake) and
lowering call buttons to make the
elevators more accessible to handicapped persons.
Smoke and fire alarms will also

be installed in the buildings.
Changes in standards for highrise buildings over the past few
years prompted the modifications
SJSU was given until April 26 to
comply with present standards.
The project was originally
approved for funding last year, but a
$142,585 gap between the estimated
cost and the lowest bid at that time
caused the CSUC chancellor’s office

to reject all bids.
The project architect and the
state fire marshall then revised the
modifications.
The revised plans called for cenralieed panels for smoke and fire
alarm controls rather than individual controls, eliminating
replacement of certain windows in
the Business Tower with tempered
glass windows and eliminating a

requirement for a second exit in the
Duncan Hall basement.
Construction of a new gas bottle
storage area in Duncan Hall was
also excluded from the new plans.
All revisions were approved by the
fire marshal]
Construction in the buildings
will begin within 30 days after the
final contract is signed. Final bids
from construction companies were

received two to three weeks ago,
Montgomery said.
The elevator modifications are
not included in a $376,000 plan the
university is presently requesting to
bring all campus elevators up to
present state fire, seismic and
handicapped codes.
If funded, that project will be
completed by September 1982.

Audience delighted by feminist speaker
by Bruce Buckland
Feminist author, activist and professional
lecturer Flo Kennedy outraged
few and
delighted most of an audience of about 200
admirers Monday night in the S.U. Ballroom.
Kennedy swept up to the podium about 20
minutes late after depositing her floor-length fur
coat in a nearby room and chatting with
reporters as the audience waited.
Once onstage, Kennedy called the organizers
of "Womyn’s Week" up to the stage for a rendition of "The Scar Strangled Banner," a parody
of the "Star Spangled Banner."
"Oh say can you see any heel marks on me,"
they sang. "Where they stepped cn my face.
They are sexist and racist ..."
Following the round of laughter and applause evoked by this demonstration, the
"Womyn’s Week" organizers left the stage.
Kennedy then launched into her address.

She denounced the Reagan Administration,
the media, budget cuts, the pentagon, nonviolence, the Ladies Home Journal, hypocrisy
within the women’s movement and on-campus
construction.
Kennedy advocated violence in some
situations.
"We have a right to violence," she said. "It’s
like the right to pee."
"Breaking knees of husbands that beat the
shit out of ’ern ( their wives ) is a good start," she
said.
"I believe that women who are beaten should
kill or maim their husbands," she added.
Kennedy defended her practice of contributing articles to Hustler
magazine, citing
what she believed was the triviality of some
feminist complaints.
"One of the reasons I write for Hustler is
because the women’s movement is so jive," she

said.
"We have to understand that our worst
enemy is not Hustler but the Ladies Home
Journal," she added.
Kennedy decried the use of the media for
fund-raising by Jerry Falwell and other New
Right figures.
"We have to get the media under some kind
of control," she said.
Kennedy was particularly indignant over
Reagan’s proposed cuts in benefits to the poor
and the continuing improvements being made to
college campuses.
"The schools have no business carrying on
Moir construction while CETA Comprehensive
Employment Training Act) is being cut,"
Kennedy said.
Kennedy described what she called her
"testicular approach" to feminism.
see FEMINIST page 8

arbitrarily. 1 and i using potentially
harmful methods now raises
profound questions about academic
freed) 1 and the intentions of the
adm .,stration," Sivertsen wrote.
The intent of the May 30, 1980,
questionnaire was to ask seniors
about their educational experience
at SJSU, according to Sivertsen.
Sivertsen’s main concern is with
the fold-out insert containing the
open-ended question asking for the
name and description of those
professors,
departments and
programs which the students felt
were particularly outstanding and
particularly poor.
"As an evaluative tool,"
Sivertsen wrote, "this type of
question is really more useful for
gathering negative comments than
balanced ones."
She said this is espe,,ally
alarming because "this survey was
part of a long-term project and will
continue to be sent to all graduates
in ensuing semesters. She added that another set of
identical questionnaires were sent to
last fall’s graduates.
In her letter, Sivertsen asked
why the questionnaire only dealt
with faculty.
"Given the emphasis on
academic employees, one come
away with the impression the administration bears no responsibility
for any of the problems a student
might incur," Sivertsen wrote.
The intention behind using the
questionnaire, Fullerton said, is
exactly like the one used at Stanford
University and by the University of
Santa Clara, "to gather information
from our recent graduates of their
perceptions of the experience at
SJSU."
The implementation of the
questionnaire was done at the
request of the executive committee
of the Academic Senate, she added,
The plan represents a combined
plan of both Fullerton and the appropriate campus experts and offices, according tothe letter.
Sivertsen said she was generally
supportive of the questionnaire for
the most part and that getting information regarding SJSU in terms
of how students feel after they
graduate is a good and productive
endeavor.
However, she did disagree with
what she called secret collecting of
data and haphazard distribution of
that information regarding faculty.
This included how each
department used the information
and that "everybody seemed to
handle" it differently.
"It’s virtually impossible to
eradicate those kinds of things from
your mind when you see them,"
Sivertsen said concerning how some
information had been seen by other
individuals, besides the school deans
and department chairs.
Sivertsen
also
said
the
questionnaire failed to ask more
questions about other aspects of
SJSU like student services.

Top prof listens well, uses humor
by Doug Kelley
To find an instructor who cares
a great deal about you as an individual, inside and outside the
classroom, is a rare and enriching
experience.
Biology Prof. Henry Murphy is
that kind of teacher and is one of the
reasons he was chosen professor of
the year by Tau Delta Phi,
publishers of the "Tower List," a
book of students’ evaluations of
instructors.
Murphy teaches anatomy and
physiology as well as histology, the
study of the body’s cell structure,

next week who brought it up," she
added.
As an example of how Murphy
will go out of his way, another
student, John Burton, said one time
he asked him if he had change for a
dollar. The professor took Burton to
his office where he had change in his
desk drawer.
Burton said Murphy is an
"exceptional teacher who listens
intently to what you have to say and
expresses a great deal of concern."
Murphy’s concern for students
is one reason cited in the "Tower
List" for Tau Delta Phi naming him

Murphy said. "Each day is totally
new."
"The students seem to enjoy it
greatly or they hide their boredom
well," he said.
Murphy doesn’t treat any
question as "dumb." He said he
likes a relaxed classroom atmosphere where students can bring
up anything they’re interested in
that relates to the subject.
"Any day a student can stump
us with a question," he said.
One thing hurting the school is
the publicity given to poor location,
parking and crime in the area,
according to Murphy.

Profile
Students speak about the conservatively dressed, soft spoken
man in glowing terms.
Diane Watrovich was not even
enrolled in his course but heard
about the professor and sat in on his
class.
"The man is an absolute
genius," she said. "He can simplify
a very difficult topic so you can
understand it."
"If you ask him a question and
he doesn’t know the answer he will
research the question and ask the

professor of the year.
One of his colleagues, professor
Edwin Chin, said Murphy’s
designation of "professor of the
year" was well-deserved.
"Teaching
doesn’t
come
naturally," Chin said. "It has to be
honed constantly and he does that."
Murphy can communicate with
freshmen as well as graduate
students, Chin said, adding: "I’m
inspired by him."
Chin, who attended graduate
school with Murphy at San Fran -

"We also have many fine
teachers-people that are very good
in their fields," he added.
Murphy said he thought it was a
great honor just to be nominated by
the "Tower List" as one of SJSU’s
best professors.
"I think it would be more appropriate if they chose five best
professors since selection of one
comes down to a minute
mathematical difference," he said.
"I probably won over a colleague by
a fraction,"
Murphy said he would have been
happy if anyone in the science area
had won because "I’m proud of this

’The man is an absolute genius’

photo by Carl Jaco

Dr. Henry Murphy (left), the Tower List professor of the year,
lectures on the anatomical structure of the human skeleton in the
Old Science Building.
cisco State University, said he has a
"very acute sense of humor."
"He loves the pun," Chin said.
Murphy is a prolific reader and
doesn’t limit himself to books that
concern only science. Chin said he
also likes mystery novels.

"I love the subject and I enjoy
teaching to an interested, mature
group," Murphy said casually about
himself in one of the anatomy labs as
two cadavers lay peacefully nearby.
"I’m never bored with it," the
dark haired, slightly balding

Murphy,
who was calm
throughout most of the interview,
seemed upset about the recent
denial of funds to improve lighting
around campus.
"I don’t like to schedule classes
at night because of the poor lighting
at school," he said.
When he does have a night class,
Murphy doesn’t allow anyone to
leave class alone.
On the positive side he said, "as
far as teaching equipment, we have
as much as any U.C. school."

department."
Away from the classroom he
enjoys photography and gardening.
"I enjoy fishing a lot but I never
have time for it anymore," he said.
Away from the classroom he
enjoys photography and gardening
"I enjoy fishing a lot but I never
have time for it anymore," he said.
As for the future, students can
look forward to Murphy being
around for a long while.
"I’ve been teaching at San Jose
for 16 years now and I’m certainly
not bored with it yet," Murphy said.

opinion
Editorial

Student rights ignored
The three surveillance cameras which may be installed on campus may end up costing a lot more than the
$53,000 earmarked from the special campus safety funds.
Students, faculty and staff will have to pay the price of
lost privacy and lack of funds to spend on more effective
means of crime prevention.
The money now designated for the surveillance
cameras can best be spent on other crime deterrent
measures.
This could include a better lighting system, more
emergency blue light phones and supplying more help in
the form of additional officers to the already effective
University Police force.
The surveillance system could be misused by the
University Police Department, threatening the privacy of
the campus community.
The cameras pose a potential privacy problem for
SJSU students, faculty and staff because their use could
allow the indiscriminate monitoring of all activities
whether crime related or not.
The insensitivity to privacy is best exemplified by
University Police Chief Earnest Quinton’s comment that
he doesn’t see "that anyone has anything to be concerned
about as long as they’re not breaking the law."
The proposed installation of a surveillance camera on
top of the Business Tower would provide a direct and
unobstructed view of the Student Union area including the
amphitheater, the site of many campus political events.
While Chief Quinton denies the surveillance cameras
will ever be used for the purpose of video taping activities,
the capabilities for doing so remain nevertheless.
Already, University Police officers are routinely
dispatched to photograph and observe political events at
the Student Union that are considered controversial.
Nothing prevents the use of the surveillance system in
the similar manner.
Because the potential invasion of privacy far outweighs the potential benefits for crime prevention, we
believe the cameras should not be installed and the money
will be better spent on more active crime prevention
services.

What do you think?
Question: Will you be voting in
the next Associated Students’
election?

Yes. I think it’s important to get
involved in school happenings. I think
a lot of students are apathetic about
school elections.
Jim Wolfe
Business, senior
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Heirloom car bears scars
(’yndee Fontana
SIAM Writer

It’s nice to have a car you can depend on.
Sadly, my car doesn’t always fit the bill. In fact,
it’s more liable to create problems.
A motorcycle policeman and a fire engine bailed
me out of an uncomfortable situation when my car,
aptly nicknamed the "Flarnemobile," caught fire
during a noon -tune rush in the middle of Salinas.
When my battery died in the parking garage five
minutes before I was supposed to meet someone, it was my roommate’s
boyfriends’ car who breathed new life into the Flamemobile.
And when I was informed that a wheel was ready to desert the right front
side of the Flamemobile, visions of crashing into the rows of a lettuce field
haunted me for weeks.
Now that I think about it, it was just about then that I began actively
hating my car.
The Flamemobile has become somewhat of a family heirloom and
curse, to be passed on to different generations and siblings in the Fontana
clan.
The scars of its battles run deep from a newly -acquired dent in the
passenger door, to the faulty emergency flashers, once likely to go on
without warning while driving on the freeway.
An automated child of the 1960s, the antiquated Flamemobile has a
never-ending thirst for gasoline and an unpredictable nature.
The Flamemobile has the rugged exterior of a car that has just successfully completed a demolition derby, but not without sustaining major
body damage.
The Flamemobile’s body resembles a Sherman tank, and with its patchwork paint style, the Flamemobile is already camouflaged and ready for
action in some rust-torn combat zone.
Between the rust spots, the Flamemobile’s distinctive coloring is almost
indefinable. Some say the paint job resembles a dirty sidewalk on a rainy
day.
The interior of the Flamemobile has been decimated by mechanical
failure. McDoricAd’f; and drive-up banking are impossibilities with the
Flamemobile’s wounded driver’s side window.
Fresh air or exhaust from the highway is never a problem since the
Flamemobile’s window is permanently open an inch just wide enough to let
in an occasional rain-storm or an unwelcome insect.
A flaw in the wiring of the interior lights shrouds the Flamemobile’s
insides in a darkness conducive to raising mushrooms. Flashlight and keys
must be in hand before the reluctant driver approaches the Flamemobile.
The fresh dent in the passenger side door of the car means that every
rider in the Flamemobile must enter and depart from the driver’s side.
But with all its flaws, the Flamemobile does have its own unique

character and attributes.
I know that Ii-an park it in the South Garage, feeling secure with the
knowledge that it only attracts derisive stares.
People are happy to give me a ride when we car-pool, since only a few
masochistic souls are willing to risk a dubious journey in the Flamemobile.
And I have enough cocktail conversation, based solely on my exploits
with the Flamemobile, to last for a few more years.
So it will be with a certain amount of satisfaction that I turn over the
keys to the Flamemobile to my younger brother.
Let him worry about buying a fire extinguisher.
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Destruction of older campus buildings
a blow to unusual SJSU atmosphere
Nancy Gibson
SUM Writer

"Don’t it always seem to go that you don’t
know what you’ve got till it’s gone? Pave
paradise, put up a parking lot."
One of the prettiest buildings on campus is going to
be demolished and may be turned into a parking lot.
Building SS, home of the Social Science Department offices, is a U-shaped building that encloses a
courtyard with an old fashioned balcony, a fountain
with a flower garden instead of water and old overgrown trees.
This is just one of 15 picturesque buildings that will be demolished within
the next five years.
They must be destroyed because they are not on the campus master plan
and it would cost too much to bring them up to state standards.
Many of these buildings are unusual and attractive. Because they are
old, they have a lot of character and are a needed contrast to the cement
monstrosities on this campus like the new library and Dudley Moorhead.
A campus made up of modern, cement buildings can be so cold and
uninviting. Trees can cover them up after many years and grass can help
soften the harshness.

But those ugly cement walls, so void of creativity, will always be there.
On the other hand, it seems strange to me that a group would get
together to fight the destruction of Building D, which is not visually pleasing
at all. This building is located on Ninth Street between the Student Union and
the Business Tower. It is old, but appearance should be considered and
Building D offers nothing in terms of beauty to this campus.
A relaxed atmosphere is important to many students when they come in
to see professors or counselors, and this is something that modern offices
just can’t offer.
Supposedly it would cost too much to bring these buildings up to state
standards and maintain them. But it will cost even more, it seems to me, to
tear them down and replace them with new buildings or heaven forbid a
parking lot.
I think students who appreciate the aesthetic value of these old buildings
should iii.ke their feelings known and stop their destruction.
If no one says anything, it will seem that no one cares and the buildings
will be razed without batting an eye.
SJSU is the oldest campus in the CSUC system. These old buildings are
representative of the community and give the university character. If all of
them are destroyed this campus will begin to look just like the 18 other
campuses.
The next thing you know, they’ll be tearing down Tower Hall. But, you
know what they say, "Pave paradise, put up a parking lot."

__letters
No. I don’t have time.

Reporter should
research more

Judy Boston
Psychology, senior

Yes. A.S. government is doing
some stupid things like the Coors
boycott. They should deal with
problems more pertinent to the school
right now.
Bill Cowden
Computer Science, sophomore

No. Why should I? It’s a waste of
time, they’re always screaming for
more say. They’re never going to get
it.
Joel Tannenbaum
Biology, senior

Editor:
After reading Doug Kelley’s
opinion piece on the arms race, I
have come to the conclusion that his
knowledge on the subject must be
very limited.
His
"opinion"
contained
numerous naive and erroneous
statements. If I was to delete all the
nonsense contained in his opinion,
there would be little left to read.
Mr. Kelley, may I suggest that
you research your material a little
more thoroughly before you attempt
to write your next opinion piece.
Even sadder than Mr. Kelley’s
inability to present the truth, is his
desire to make "a hasty trip to
Canada" as soon as his country
encounters "economic havoc." Mr.
Kelley, do you always run from
problems you encounter?
Bill A. Dolci
Business
senior

Board missed
’simple solution’

Yes. I haven’t seen much student
involvement. I want to elect officert
who are more in tune with the students.
Alec Gulesserlan
Business, freshman

F,ditor:
I feel that I really must
apologize to my fellow members in
Associated Students. I had no idea
that the A.S. board of directors
would feel that it had to waste 81,200
of our rr,00y when I reminded the
board of its responsibility to evening
students.
All I did, actually, was to point
out that the board members are
elected to serve students in classes
which start after 4 p.m. in addition
to the great majority of students in
classes which begin before 4 p.m.
The solution is so obvious and
simple to implement, that it never
occurred to me that the board would

not see it. Well, the board didn’t see
the obvious and simple solution, and
instead appointed a committee to
"study" the problem with a budget
of $1,200.
If it’s not too late ( I hope the
money hasn’t been spent yet), I will

tell the board the solution they didn’t
see. All that has to be done is to keep
all academic and administrative
offices on the campus, including the
President’s office ( university, not
AS.) open until 7 p.m. one night a
week. This is already being done by

certain offices in
Records to serve
students, so we
board know it can
it is being done.

Admissions and
SJSU’s evening
all ( except the
be done, because
Michael Dutton
History
graduate
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Feminist claims women remain underpaid
by Billy Thomas
"I predict that one of
the historical struggles of
the ’80s will be that of
comparable pay for
comparable work,"
Carolyn Christ, associate
professor of women
studies,
told
the
congregation of the First
Unitarian Church in San
Jose Sunday morning.
Christ, an author and
feminist, was addressing
the congregation on International Women’s Day.
In her speech she touched
on the Reagan Administration, the Moral
Majority and the problems
women will face in the
1980s.
Conditions
haven’t
changed
much
since
American women fought
for suffrage, Christ said.
"Women are still
overwhelmingly underpaid
and are still doing
traditional
women’s
work."
Women are still
working in factories, as
teachers and typists, according to Christ.
"These are extensions
of women’s work in the
home."she said.
Christ said more than
50 percent of all women are
working and women make
only 50 to 59 percent of
what a male makes for a
full-time job.
Focusing on conditions
closer to home, Christ said
the Santa Clara Valley’s
pay rate for women is
worse than that of the
national average at 47
percent.
"Sex segregation is one
of the main reasons we
don’t get comparable pay
for comparable work,"

Women Studies
Christ said. "Secondly,
women’s work is not
valuable."
In commenting on the
Reagan administration,
Christ said, "I feel that we
are entering a time of
extreme
callousness
against anyone who is
disadvantaged."
"I don’t think it is
indulging in excessive
rhetoric to say that the
politics of the Reagan
administration,
which
might be characterized as

student loans, Christ said.
This would have an
adverse effect on 50 percent of the students now
attending college, she said.
"He talks of getting rid
of welfare cheats and day
care,"
Christ said.
"Women that work will
have to stay home and take
care of their children."
Christ said the
majority of women on
welfare would prefer not to
be if given the opportunity
to work.
"The poor in this
country
are
overwhehningly mothers and
children,"Christ said. "I
don’t think the American
public is aware of this."
"Children born in a
single parent home have a
one in six chance of being
poor," Christ continued.
In referring to the
Moral Majority, which she
referred to as the "Immoral Minority," Christ
said the group is using
freedom of religion to
protect the family.
"They are using the
family as a means of
imr,to hy "do Colburn clouding the issues," Christ
said. "The only family they
Prof . Carol Christ
are talking about is that
patriarchal family where
billions for weapons but not the father rules over the
a cent for people, could set family. They are not
with the
the struggles of women and concerned
headed
by
minorities back decades," families
women."
Christ said.
According to Christ,
Reagan is cutting the
human side of the budget, the Moral Majority does
increasing the not believe women have a
while
defense budget by more right to live outside the
than 50 percent, Christ patriarchal family.
said, calling the tactic
"They don’t support
highly inflationary.
what are actual families,"
Reagan proposes to cut Christ said. "Even if the
the Comprehensive Em- patriarchal family were
ployment Training Act, the the ideal, it is not the
job training program and reality of the families that

provision of federal law
shall be made available to
any program which
produces or promotes
courses or curriculum

exist in this country, ’
"In the type of family
the ’Immoral Minority’ is
talking about, soldiers are
produced and women don’t.
question
the
man’s
uthority," Christ said.
"Sons will go to war to
prove their manhood and
they won’t question the
values of Washington who
created the war."
Christ also attacked
the Laxalt bill which is
being taken to the House by
Rep. George Hansen of
Idaho and to the Senate by
Sen. Paul Laxalt, R-Nev.,
this month.
The bill states that "No
funds authorized under any
applicable program or any

Conditions which existed
at the time of suffrage
have not changed much
which may, directly or
indirectly inculcate values
or modes of behavior which
contradict the beliefs and
values of the community as
demonstrated by parents
representatives of parent

The cushions have been sitting in storage for the past
six shows, according to Johnson.
The cushions will be passed out at the movies tonight
but availability of cushions will continue on a day-to-day
basis until a final decision is made, according to Shanks.
The goal Shanks has in mind is to have the board of
directors buy the cushions now and allow the club to have
the right to purchase the cushions back at the end of the
semester so it can use the cushions as a fund raiser during
the fall semester when the club is more active.

American state that could
rival Nazi Germany.
’Immoral
’’The
Minority’ is trying to force
its views and rules on
society," Christ warned.
The task that faces
women and liberal
religious groups in the ’80s
will be to combat the
proposals of the Reagan
administration and the
oppressive ideals of the
Moral Majority, according
to Christ.
"We could change
this," Christ said. "We
have to mobilize the 74
percent that did not vote
for Reagan and some of the
26 percent that did."
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semester, according to Carl Shanks, secretary treasurer
for the club.
Shanks said only two of the eight members of the club
have been handing out the cushions at the movies because
the club is not very active this semester.
He claimed all the tournaments the club participates
in are in the fall so club members are more active during
the fall rather than the spring semester.

Rolland’s proposal is to buy
500 cushions at $1,000

between the sexes as they
have been understood
historically in the United
States will not be funded.
Christ said the group is
trying to build an
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A.S. may purchase cushions
by Stacey Stevens
The Associated Students board of directors will hear a
proposal and possibly make a decision today on whether it
will purchase seat cushions from the Spartan Bowling
Teams club for Morris Dailey moviegoers.
The Spartan Bowling Teams club had provided the
cushions at the Monday, Wednesday and Friday movies
this semester but has not passed them out for the last
three weeks because the club cannot adequately staff the
service.
The original decision on the cushion issue was supposed to be made two weeks ago but has been changed
because the Spartan Bowling Team’s club does not have
enough people to hand out the cushions.
Currently, the Associated Students program board
has left the cushion issue up to the board of directors.
William Rolland, director for the program board, will
propose today that the board buy 500 cushions from the
Spartan Bowling Team club at a cost of $1,000.
Kevin Johnson, films chairman for the program
board, said the decision is no longer whether people want
the cushions, it is who will buy the cushions.
Spartan Bowling Teams club purchased 500 cushions
on its own for approximately $1,000 at the beginning of the
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A Series: God’s Eternal Purpose -- Sonship
TESTIMONIES
IMP

Last Wednesday we presented an article in this series concerning
regeneration, being born of the Spirit. Below we present we personal

testimonies.
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As I grew up in a small town in Idaho. conformity seemed to be the
way of life for everyone. In high school the big thing was "cruising"
every Friday and Saturday night. Then in college we spent our time
outside of class speculating about the future. The small town university
atmosphere allowed everyone to know almost everyone else. Even.
wally it all got lobe op. and it seemed I was getting old too.
On the spur of the moment. I took off for California with the hope
that everything there would be different. I though I would work for a
year and then pursue a career in journalism. toy heart’s desire. I wasn’t
in California very long before I realized that a new environment did not
necessarily guarantee the new beginning that I was seeking.
While I was living in Oakland and working in San Francisco. I
began to hope that somewhere in this mass of people I would meet
someone who could show me what life was all about. Not long af
terwards I became acquainted with some very seeking Christians. I
though I knew all about Jesus. but they had something I had never seen
before. I visited them on several occasions, but one visit I’ll never
forget. That weekend I attended a gospel meeting with them in
Berkeley. My experience was sobering, real and touching I was introduced to the living Jesus. This Jesus was not like the one I knew from
pictures, movies, or story books I experienced Him filling and
satisfying me. During the next two weeks I found myself being more
and more attracted by the Lord. He really gained my heart and I had no
choice but to follow Him. Since then every day is new to me. I found
that the Lord was the new beginning I was seeking. Every morning I
pray to the Lord. "Lord, keep me and gain me more today, and allow
me to gain more of You."
Michele Goodrich

As a child. everything went rather smoothly. I remember loving
Jesus. I love Him and felt safe with Him.
As I grew older, I became involved with other "more important"
things. My love for Jesus faded - I wrote it off to "having needed
something" and to a child’s innocent and blind faith. By this time the
rituals, forms. and doctrines of religion had become meaningless to me.
In the fall of 1967, I came to U.C. Berkeley to study. Two things
were within me simultaneously: a longing for meaning in my life, and a
drive to make my life have meaning. This found its outlet through
"creativeness." art, design, music and writing (songs and poetry) and
through exploring the mountains and plains of Canada. the jungled
beaches of Mexico, the varied cultures of Europe. the land of antiquity.
Greece, and the sweltering forsaken deserts of Morocco. I was young.
determined, and undaunted by fear "often I traveled alone. I met many
people, and discovered many things. but never found the answer to the
question within me, "Is there something solid I can stand on?"
More than once I experienced what it into have my life endangered:
In San Francisco. I was trapped by a crazed man with a gun pointed in
my face; in Mexico, I had to literally escape from a jail (held on false
charges), being chased and later searched for. I found myself in many
other hazardous situations, but they need not be mentioned here.
Eventually. I withdrew to the country, where one can breathe fresh
air and not be harassed by city life. Everything I thought I had wanted
was there. But I soon came to realize that peace within was not
dependent upon peace without; the latter I fully had, which only in.
tensified the lack of it within.
Having gone through these years and various searches. "God- to
me had become a mere force or "energy." My explanation of life
combined nature with various dark, mystical intrigues, configurations
of stars in the sky, lines in the palm of the hand, numbers mysteriously
signifying something, and many, many things which I came across.
investigated, got into, and wove into my way of living. In a sense. I
though that I understood what life was all about. However. a couple of
years before, when a friend intentionally took his life. I did have a

pamtul realization that death was very real and incomprehensible, and
that I did not really know what life was for.
One day I met some Christians real ones. They told me to ask God
to show me who He is. But how could I ask someone I didn’t believe in
to do something? So. with an honest heart. I said, "God. I do not believe
You are real. But if You are, then make Yourself real to me. Show me
who You are."
Nothing happened. My request became forgotten (by me) as I
journeyed again across the Atlantic and then returned here to school I
was not looking for God. I thought I had everything figured out (yet I
didn’t know why I woke up every morning with a knot in my stomach)
When He came to me. the furthest thing from my mind was Jesus
Christ. I happened to be on a little vacation, trying to fill myself with
the nature I so loved "whe the God of Glory came to me. I then knew in
every part of my being who the Jesus was and how very real He was. It
was not by man’s convincing. but rather by the very appearing of the
King Lord Jesus Himself. I had been in such darkness. and such
darkness had been inside me, a very bright light shined. I knew that
everything would be alright now
Through the next two years I came to realize that even this was not
enough. For how could I go on with Jesus? I knew He was real, but I
needed more; some definite purpose for my life, something tangible I
could completely give myself to. I knew there must be something
beyond just knowing that Jesus was real. It is true. God does have a
purpose on this earth, something very high which He is accomplishing
through His chosen ones. Seven and onehalf years ago. I found all this
when He brought me to the church, where those who believe in Him
"are being built together into a dwelling place of God in spirit- (Eph
2;22).
Marsha Marquis
Due to scheduling. the Bible study on Ephesians, held every
’Thursday .r 1200.
will not be held in the Student Union Rather we
will meet
322 E San Salvador. one block from campus, across thr
street from the dorms

The church in San Jose: meeting at 124 S. 11th Street
Meeting time: Fri. 7:30 p.m., Sun. 9:30 a.m., Telephone: (408) 258-0729
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Patrons rock around the clock
at local musical barber shop
by Eric Strahl
Ken Parker drove up in
his 1965 Ford pickup,
unlocked the door to Ken’s
Hubb Barber Shop, and
the only rock ’n roll
barber in the world" was in
business

used the music as a
business draw for about
four or five years. "Yeah,
the word of mouth
spreads," he noted. His
business lives on it.

"Now I go to flea
markets and used re, ord
stores," Parker said
He had a good
collection of records when
growing up with the music
25 years ago, he said, but
his original records "went
the way of all good record
collections."

"I have a great crosssection of music," Parker
said, explaining that he
plays music in his shop
dating back to ’40s rhythmand-blues era up to the
Janis Joplin-style tunes of
late ’60s.
A collection of 200 to
300 alphabetized record
albums and "about 40 to 50
hours worth" of cassette
tapes sits in Parker’s shop,
nestled next to Robert’s
Bookstore at 318 S. 10th St.

something he doesn’t have
he’ll try to find it

And, it is only in the
last few years that he has
bought the records again.

’! have a few guys who
are just nostalgia freaks,"
Parker said

Parker hummed along
tape entitled
a
to
He claimed that some
"Crwsin" as he began customers have come in for
working on his first haircuts, and "four or five
customer of the day.
days later they’ll come
back in just to listen to the
A record album jacket music. They’ll bring a sixof the same name with a pack of something and just
cartoon typical of the ’50s sit down."
sat next to an old-style cash
"I just try to get what
the
against
register
the people want," Parker
mirror.
explained. He said that if a
Parker said he has customer asks for

Although about 40
percent of Parker’s
SJSU
are
customers
students, he said most of
those patronize his barber
shop for the music are
usually somewhat older,
those who grew up with
him during the era.
However, "I get a lot of
ex -students who come
back," Parker said. He
claims people come from
all around the Bay Area for
a haircut or only to listen to
the music, or both.
Parker began cutting
hair in 1957 as a junior in
high school, and claimed

198t

Rock
’n roll
barber
shop

that he was the youngest
barber in California at the
time.
The simple 10th Street
shop he has operated since
1963, in addition to the
decaled window, has only a
sign saying "Barber" and
a standard red, white and
blue-striped barber pole on
the front wall.
To all those who walk
by to classes each day,
there is not the slightest
indication that inside the
door is Ken Parker and his
vast collection of nostalgia.
"I figure if I have to be
here nine hours a day, five
days a week, I might as
well enjoy it," Parker
reasoned.

"Rock ’n’ roll" barber
Ken Parker cuts the hair
of customer Rick Trujillo Parker’s shop has
featured "rock "n" roll’
music as a business
draw for the last five
years

photo by To,,, Mesraz

Books for spare time
For the student that can find time in his busy schedule
to read for pleasure, check out the list of books below that
have been rated bestsellers.
Serpentine, by Thomas Thompson
Will: The Autobiography of G. Gordon Liddy
The Third Wave by Alvin Toffler
Errol Flynn, The Untold Story by Charles Higham
These books may provide a few hours of pleasure in a
harried schedule of textbooks.

Unlucky 1 3 falls on a Friday -- again
by Jeff Davis
Don’t step on a
pavement crack or walk
wider a ladder this Friday
because for the second
month in a rowthe 13th
falls on this unlucky day.
What is it about Friday
the 13th that makes some
people wPnt to stay in bed
all day?

13. It simply doesn’t exist.
Even in more rational,
business -like America,
hardly a skyscraper goes
up with a floor marked 13.
Elevators go from 12 immediately to 14 without so
much as a pause.
Fear of the number 13
has its first roots in Norse
mythology. An ancient

Webster’s Collegiate.
Dictionary defines it as "a
notion maintained despite
evidence to the contrary."
Stevie Wonder had this
to say about it in a song
"When you believe in
things you don’t understand, superstition is
the name."
The French philospher
Voltaire didn’t know what
to make of it, other than to
call it relative in the eyes of
men who practice it.
Superstitution is the
intangible force at play
which makes Friday the
13th so ominous.
It’s clear the term has
as many different
definition.s as there are
men and women to believe
in them.
What’s not clear is
where all these beliefs and
notions have come from
and why they’ve stayed
around so long.
For many centuries the
number 13 has been a
worldwide symbol of bad
fortune.

being liable to cause an
accident, has also been an
It was also the chief omen of bad luck
food preservative of the
day, so spilling it meant to
An umbrella is seen as
make yourself impure and a shield against what
susceptible to foul play and nature has to hurl toward
us in the open air, so
When Friday and 13 evil spirits of all kinds.
opening one indoors is an
are put together on the
2 When gazing into a
same day, it’s no wonder mirror, primitive man act defying the natural
people are seen practicing thought the visage of his order of things.
customs to prevent evil
detached sould could be
t 51 A tradition arose in
seen looking back.
Europe during the Middle
111/13
Ages associating the black
.22
So by breaking a cat with witches and
Bri1101.11
I
mirror it was thought the warlocks. Further, people
elmosse
I
11,10
epee =.
soul of a man could be
believed witches could
freed, and a man with no
assume the forms of black
soul is of coursedead.
ro.ekl
cats, so having one cross
Hence, seven years of your path was a subtle
bad luck from breaking a warning of bad luck to
follow.
mirror.
Remember now, if you
It imp.rted It’, got a ta.re yo J ant torg,:t.
3
The supstitution
stumble slightly before
It’s Elephant Malt Lit. uor from Carlherg.
that walking under a entering
that
last
The higge,t one of all.
ladder brings bad luck classroom on Friday, don’t
- , Stumbling before the
refers back to religion and go in.
Intrortcd by ( ,11t1IrV Importer, Inc , Baltirnorc. Maryland
the Holy Trinity.
of
a
numbered
door
closed
things from happening.
room is a sure sign that
leaning
ladder
A
Knowledge is the
something evil is going on
form
a
building
against
a
surest way to erase
inside it.
superstition, so here are triangle, the most common
the
Holy
Trinity.
symbol
of
five reasons why Friday
*********************************************************
the 13th should be taken Passage through this
to
be
a
thought
triangle
was
with a grain if salt.
defiance of sacred power
Ii Since Biblical and holy space.
times, the spilling of salt
presents
Besides that, walking
has been considered an
omen of bad luck which under a ladder can be
Past
could only be averted by dangerous.
throwing a pinch over the generations saw that a
paint can or brush could
shoulder.
easily fall on an unFrom the beginning of suspecting pedestrian.
civilization, salt was very
important to the daily diet
I 41 Opening an urn- 41
and considered a holy brella indoors, besides *

Friday itself has been
historically considered bad
luck since the crucifixion,
which took place on that
day of the week, according
to the Bible.

substance.

Here comes the elephant!

banquet which 12 gods had
been invited to was gatecrashed by Loki, the god of
strife and evil, bringing the
number in attendance to 13
As a result of the extended
guest list. Balder, the
favorite of the gods, was
killed.
Another explanation
comes from Christ’s Last
Supper. Around the table
sat Jesus and the 12
apostles, making the
company 13. As the supper
preceeds
Christ’s
crucifixion, the number
has been taken as an omen
of misfortune and death
ever since.

In trying to explain the
unknown, many of our
In France, no one ever superstitious beliefs get
rives in a house numbered their start from religion.
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
PRESENT
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MIXED TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS

Joinus . . .
at

the John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.

.4t

We’re looking for sales support
engineers with the qualifications
and the desire to contribute to the
growth of the test and measurement
industry and advanced automated
testing.

’11

Fluke designs, manufactures and sells
precision electronic instruments. Our
annual sales exceed :125 million,
making us one of the leading
suppliers in the test and
measurement field.

4E

Join LIN in new areas of high
technology at our modern facility in
Mountain View, California.

41
41(
41

We’ll he on campus Thursday,
March 19, 1981. Contact your job
placement office for exact time and
location.

4r
4(

FLUKE
8:00 P.M.
Tuesday. March 24, 1981
Center for the Performing Arts
Balcony $7.00
Orchestra $9.00

(10
Equal Employment Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Employer

C mon down
and see some of the best
collegiate bowlers in the country
competing in this exciting 15 game tournament
3 men and 2 women per game

Saturday, March 14, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sunday, March 15, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

STUDENT UNION
GAMES AREA
277-3226

4,,*******************************************************.

The Giants
of
Ano Nuevo
Photos by Larry Brazil
Story by Ted Catanesi
To the Ohlone Indians, Ano Nuevo, named by Spanish explorer Don
Sebastian Vizcaino upon Its discovery New Years Eve, 1602. meant more
than just New Year’s Island.
It was home for them. And the coming of the New Year enriched the
lives of these coastal natives of California, bringing wealth not in celebration
of a new year but in food from marine life, which became plentiful during that
time of year.
Each year in mid-November the northern elephant seals crowd the
beaches of the 16-acre island and the adjacent mainland 20 miles north of
Santa Cruz and begin their four-month breeding season.
The males arrive first and begin their dominance hierarchy breeding
system, in which they each intermittently engage in combat to establish social
and breeding rank.
The fighting is instinctive to the bulls, which mate with as many females
as possible. And although the battles are bloody, they are rarely fatal, as the
bulls possess a thick protective layer of skin on their necks.
The larger males, up to 16 feet in length and three tons in weight, with a
lifespan of 14 years, usually win the battles and attract harems when the
females arrive in mid -December.
The females are smaller, weighing at most one ton and reaching a
maximum of 12 feet in length.
But for the females, upon arrival, the first order of business is to give birth
to the single pup conceived the previous season.
This happens within a week of their arrival and delivery is rapid, as the
pup practically explodes from the mother. The newborn are three to four feet
long and weigh about 75 pounds.
But about 17 percent of the new pups die before they are weaned.
Those that make it nurse for four weeks on the mother’s rich milk and reach
300 to 400 pounds before they become weaners and group into pods.
After deserting the weaners, the females are ready to begin a new mating
and gestation cycle, which lasts about seven months.
Around mid -March, after mating, all the adult seals leave Ano Nuevo
State Reserve and head south toward the islands off Baja California and the
open sea, where they can begin feeding again.
They haven’t eaten since their arrival at Ano Nuevo.
This four-month fast is possible because of the elephant seal’s ability to
slow its metabolism, a stage called torpor. During this time the seals do not
sleep but greatly reduce their activity.
At the time of the Ohlone Indians, elephant seals, harbor seals,
California sea lions and Stelkler sea lions, among other marine life, thrived at
Ano Nuevo.
But by the mid -nineteenth centure, hunting imperiled the seal
population and the Ohlone had been taken as slaves to Mission Santa Cruz.
Depletion of the northern elephant seal population was so drastic that in
1892 naturalists counted only 50 on the Isla de Guadalupe off the coast of
Mexico. And none were seen on Ano Nuevo until 1955.
Then in 1958, the State of California purchased the island and the
adjacent mainland as part of an expanded parks program.
At first the bellowing and trumpeting of these giants attracted only
scientists and naturalists.
But as the seal population increased, so did local curiosity. And in 1974,
when a national travel magazine ran a photo story about Ano Nuevo’s
colony, public interest was wide.
The seals and the reserve both suffered, as tourists flooded beaches and
sand dunes, crushing plant life and throwing rocks at resting bulls to get action
photographs.
Since 1975, the state parks system has been working with the University
of California at Santa Cruz in an effective and informative tour program.
which has regulated the destructive crowds and has given the flora new life.

Above -- Named for
their long nose and immense size, this yearling elephant seal shows
off his fine form.
Right -- A tour guide,
Ethan
Vanderryn,
points out a group of
males that were unsuccessful at mating this
year.
Bottom left -- This large
male is establishing his
social ranking by "trumpeting."
Bottom right -- A passing tour group captures
this weaner pup’s curiosity.
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Battle of unknowns in Texas tonight

Spartan men cagers open NIT play

photo by Don Smith
SJSU’s Sid Williams and Doug Murrey (35) battle Long Beach State’s
Dino Gregory (dark jersey) for a rebound in action earlier this season. The
Spartans open play in the NIT tonight

by Tim Truax
It will be a virtual
battle of the unknowns
tonight in El Paso as the
SJSU men cagers take on
the Miners of the
University of Texas at El
Paso at 8 Pacific time in
the UTEP Fieldhouse.
Not that the teams are
unknowns, it’s just that
they have little or no
knowledge of Itheir opponent and will be trying to
figure each other out
quickly enough to win and
move to the second round
of the National Invitation
Tournament.
"It’s going to be very
challenging,"
Spartan
head coach Bill Berry said
before leaving yesterday
morning for Texas. "Have
you ever played at Texas
El Paso?"
Berry’s worries about
the Miners’ home court
advantage may be unfounded, though.
UTEP does boast a
12,000-seat arena, and
indications are that it will
be close to full for tonight’s
game.
But Miner head coach
Don Haskins might be
hoping that his team was
playing on the road
somewhere.
"We really haven’t
played as well at home as
we have on the road,"
Haskins said. "In the last
four road games, we have

played better than our last
four home games."
Even though the
Miners lost three of their
last four road games,
Haskins said he felt the
team played better than in
their two wins out of four at
home.
Haskins said he knows
"probably about the same"
amount about SJSU as
Berry does about the
Miners.
"It’s pretty late in the
year," Haskins said, and
we won’t be changing what
we do against San Jose."
"We’re going to play
them like anybody else."
Haskins has heard
rumors about the Spartans’
Sid Williams and said he
thinks SJSU has a good
rebounding team.
Williams has led the
Spartans in both rebounding and scoring for most
of the year, and is
currently averaging 15
points and seven rebounds
per game. He is coming out
of the PCAA tournament as
its MVP.
Berry said about all he
knew about UTEP was that
"they’re a very physical
bunch of kids."
The Miners have more
height than the Spartans,
boasting 6-foot-9 Terry
White and two 6-foot-7
players, Roshern Arnie and
Anthony Burns. They also
have three 6-foot-6 men on

their roster.
Arnie is the UTEP
leading scorer, averaging
13.1 points per game. He is
followed by Burns, who
nets 11.6 points a game.
In the rebounding
department, White and
Burns are the leaders,
averaging 6.6 and 6.1 per
game, respectively.
The Miners average
67.8 points per game and
shoot a respectable 45
percent from the floor.
They also grab close to 40
rebounds per game.
SJSU on the other
hand, has been limiting its
opponents to only 57 points
per game. They have only
averaged 32 rebounds,
though.
The Spartans have
been shooting well, with
their field goal percentage
standing at 49.3.
UTEP looks to be the
more experienced team,
with nine returning lettermen on its roster. The
Miners were 20-8 last year.
They have compiled a 17-11
mark this season, and
finished behind first place

by Dave Meltzer
kprcial 10 tbe Daily

Three years ago SJSU
wrestling coach T.J. Kerr
had to talk a young high
school wrestler who didn’t
feel he was ready for major
college competition out of
going to junior college.
Three PCAA championships later, 20-year-old
Eddie Baza knows he’s not
only good enough for the
big-time competition, but
feels he can stay with
anyone in what should be a
brutal 134-pound field at
the NCAA championships
Thursday
through
Saturday in Princeton, N.J.
Baza will be competing
in one of the toughest
divisions in the entire
tournament, with eight
grapplers who have
already earned national
reputations.
"I think I’m in the top
10, but there is really only
one or two points
separating you when you
get to that level," Baza
said.
A junior from Sunnyvale High School, the
human fireplug is a liberal
studies major whose
ambition is to teach those
with learning handicaps.
"I’ll be going to school
for a long time; maybe I’ll
coach when my eligibility
runs out: coach i SJSU
wrestling coach T.J. Kern
has a way of keeping
people around."
In dual meets, Baza
usually evokes more of a
crowd reaction than any of
his teammates. He’s a
never-say -die competitor
who gives the fans an
exciting match, whether he

wins or loses. But actually
it would take one with a
good memory to remember
his losses, as he’s dropped
only two bouts at Spartan
Gym in three seasons.
"Eddie carries the
action with no stalling and
no defense attitude at all,"
Kerr said.
Standing 5-foot-4, Baza

appears practically as
wide as he is tall, even
when cutting down to 134
pounds. He goes about 152
pounds during the off
season.
During the season
Baza usually carries six or
seven more pounds than
the 134 limit until two days
before competition.

Photo by Ted Thurgate
Spartan 1 34 -pound wrestler Eddie Baza
(standing) carries a 33-4 record into the NCAA
Tournament in New Jersey this weekend

Although he finds it easier
to make weight this season
he wrestled at 126 pounds
his first two seasons), he
says that for him the end of
the season is the toughest
to making weight.
"The last two days I’ll
dehydrate and run with
plastics. I’ve noticed that I
sweat more than most
guys: I guess it’s just
metabolism."
This will be Baza’s
third trip to nationals, and
after a 33-4 season, he’s
looking to place for the first
time.
"The most important
thing I’ve learned over the
last two years that just
knowing that anyone can
win the thing if they put it
together," he said. "The
difference between the
guys who place and the
guys who don’t is who quits
last."
It’s going to take more
than a little to make Eddie
Baza quit.
Last week in the PCAA
tournament Baia and Cal
State-Fullerton’s Tony
Urrea collided heads in a
first-round match. Urrea
was knocked silly for a
while, but when the match
resumed there was blood
corning from over Baza’s
left eye.
Going into his championship match owning
three more stitches above
his eye ("I think it needed
five" ) and a nice-sized
swelling, Baza handily won
his third st:-aight le gue
crown -and will attempt
next season to beocme only
the third wrestler in PCAA
history to garner four
championships.

Sophomores.
Ws still not too late
to take Army ROTC.
nBecause there’s a two-year Army ROTC program, in case
you missed taking ROTC in your first two years of college.
You’ll have to work to catch up, during the summer before
your junior year. But in two years you’ll earn about $2,9(X), more
than half of which is tax free. Then you’ll earn an officer’s
commission at the same time you earn a college degree. But mail
the coupon now. Because by the time you’re a junior, it’ll be too late.

spot.
The NIT is the oldest
basketball tournament in
the U.S. Last year, the
University of Virginia won
the tournament. Virginia
was beaten by SJSU last
year, also.
UTEP was also in last
year’s NIT, but failed to
make the semi-finals.
UTEP was also in last
year’s NIT, but failed to
make the semi-finals.
After the third round,
which will be played at
home team sites, the four
semi-finalists will go to
Madison Square Garden in
New York on March 23. The
championship and consolation games will be
played on the 25th.
Tonight’s game will be
carried live by KSJS (90.7
FM) radio. Air-time la 7:50.
The game will be telecast
on channel 36, KGSC-TV,
which has the NIT telecast
rights in this area. KCBS
will not broadcast the
game even though they
have done most of the
Spartans’ games this
season.

A CAREER
IN THE CHIPS

Baza shoots for NCAA title
Carries a 33-4 record to New Jersey

finishers Utah, Brigham
Young, and Wyoming in the
Western Athletic Conference.
All three of those
ranked
are
teams
nationally and have
received bids to the NCAA
tournament. UTEP has
beaten BY11 and lost to
Utah by three and
Wyoming by two.
SJSU has not played
any of the Miners opponents this year. The
Spartans are 211 on the
season.
The winner of tonight’s
game will advance to the
NIT second round, to be
played on some team’s
home floor on Sunday or
Monday night.
Berry has said that he
thinks SJSU would play
"somewhere in California." The only other
California team in the NIT
could be Pepperdine. They
have not been named, but
after losing to the
University of San Francisco and finishing second
in the West Coast Athletic
Conference, they will
possibly fill the last NIT

you re planning a career in Engineering. Finance Marketing
Data Processing we know you’re seriously considering the
semiconductor industry Wed like to offer a little piece of advice
Choose the company that will give you the best opportunities right
away Choose AMD
Advanced Micro Devices started out a little over a decade agg.,
with eight of the best people in the industry and a dream Today
we re at the top of the integrated circuit field with 9 00A.of the
best --and friendliest people. $225 million in sales. and Over 800
products We re still growing fast with the best career opportunities
to put you right in the chips with us
If

Although he’s overwhelmed most of his
collegiate
competition
these past three seasons
enroute to a career 86-22-2
record, he hasn’t been so
fortunate the past two
seasons in the NCAA
tourney.
"In my freshman year
I was still in high school
compared to the rest of
those guys," Baza said, as
he won his first match but
fell in the second round to
the No. 5 seed. "Last year I
was out before I was even
awake."
The fourth youngest in
a family of 15 children,
Baza claims he has a few
older brothers that were
better wrestlers than he is.
He terms his father a
strict disciplinarian, and
he’s been able to learn
from that to organize time
for training and studying
without going crazy.
"He keeps everything
in perspective, even though
wrestling is very important
to him," Kerr said. "He’s
not a super gifted student,
but he gets the job done. He
makes the time for his
family, his girl friend, his
studies, and his wrestling."
491Iir

Or

On -Campus
Interviews
Friday, March 20
Make an appointment today with your Career Planning 8 Placement Center Or for more information on AMD call Sally Hazard
TOLL FREE at (800) 538-8450. (In California, call (408) 732-2400,
extension 2799.) Advanced Micro Devices. 901 Thompson Place, M/S
57. Sunnyvale, California 94086. An equal opportunity employer

7.1 Advanced Micro Devices

...............

.......

SAN JOSE STATE
SPRING 1981
OPEN CHESS TOURNAMENT
Friday-Sunday, March 20-22
Student Union and Business Classroom Bldg.

OPEN TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC
SIX ROUND SWISS
THREE DIVISIONS WITH CASH PRIZES IN EACH DIVISION
in( luding

"BEGINNERS TOURNAMENT’respecially designed for
(but not limited to) student and faculty beginners
ONE DAY ONLY, 10 a m , SATURDAY, MARCH 21

Entry fee and Registration Information
Available at the Student Union Games Area
or call
Francisco and Amanda Sierra (Tournament Directors)
241-1447

Call Chris Clarke at 277-2985 for more information.
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A.S. funds recommended for western band
by Jeffrey K. Smith
Funding

onlv

requests

of

chapter of

the

people

American

Associated

be

mittee Monday.
The

Management
a

Society

funding

by

the

of

to

would

country

be

held

St

The committee decided
to recommend the funding
in the form of an underwrite.

0

after

the

Industrial Management Society representatives
Nicanor Cuenca, left. and James Schroeder ask
A.S. for funds.

to

make at least $3,000 from
ticket sales.
be

fill
Morris Dailey Auditorium

be
.7

and

"I

think

gross

we

can

$4,000,"

production

James Schroeder said.

0.
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by

the

committee
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be

ap-

BS

proved

the

be

board

St

ey
the

by

full

of directors

meeting today at 3 p.m. in
the AS. Council Chambers.

club

manager

A.S.
at

its

the
people

with

and lose money.
Schroeder

said

recent

by

concert

guest
from local industries.

Santi argued that the
show
promotes
the
organization as is concert
producer and not as is club
for industrial management
students.
Schroeder said -Kiwi;
in the Saddle.** has quite a
larete Bas Area following and appeals to country .
jazz and
fans.

Bill

Of

the

Management

of Spartan Daily ads.
Conunittee
member
Bill Santi, the only member

Industrial
Society’s who

voted

against

in the Saddle" concert will
cost $4 for students and
$4.50 for non-students in
advance and 50 cents more
at the door.
Schroeder said tickets
will be sold through BASS
and Ticketron outlets and
at the AS. Business Office.
The

purpose

of

concert is to promote the

underwrite,
8915
is for underwrite, called these
publicity for the concert. expenses "a pretty comincluding
12
30-second prehensive
program
of
commercials
on
KEEN publicity for a 1.000-seat
radio, 15 30-second spots on auditorium."

Management
Industrial
Society, serve the student

KFAT radio, and five days

He predicted that not

body

appeal

to many students
under the age of 21 who
would not be able to see the
band play in a nightclub.
Schroeder said he was

told that the AS

A.S. Controller Tom 1.11
noted that if the committee
refused the group’s request
and thus freed the program

some
make
for the club so it

and

won’t have to request funds
through special allocations

felonies, has no chance of being released on bail as a
result of action at his arraignment in Santa Clara Superior
Court Monday,
Superior Court Judge Peter G. Stone upheld the denial
of all bail possibilities for Cummings, 24, due to the nature
of the charges against him.
Under California law, Cummings could face the death

penalty if convicted and for that reason bail is not allowed.
Cumming’s bail had originally been set at $50,000
after his arrest on charges of beating a female graduate
student on Dec. 3.

to

also
the

chapter of the
American Society of Civil
Euifinfiers to bring three
dlleS1 speakers to campus

said the program board has
riot made a profit on a
i.ccent concert except for
lit Steve Hackett concert

Club
Osear

representative

I iavid

submitted

last semester

a

originally
request for

including
$200.
8150
in
speakers’ fees and 850 !iris
puhlir
. but the special

Schroeder
said
the
cxpected profit front the
;how would not be enough
or the club to put on a

allocations

committee
raised each ’if these figures
bv $50 for a total of $300.

similar show in the future,
In:: would allow the club to

’the extra funds were
ridded in case the cost of
the speakers turned out to

.41110 481 its u.s 11681 unctions. such as inviting guest
speakers and visiting local

be higher than expected
and so the appearances

inildstries. without asking
tor extra money from A.S
told

$300

eirinpus

committee.
However.
meinber Kanjan Charan

Fit

imittee

The
ribicat ed

would be better publicized
I rough media ads. Ile ITS.
:IiihttPN and brochures
; .,t ill
said

club

representatives Schroeder
and Nicanor Cuenca that

the

would riot urn%
appeal to civil engineering
11 tajars, but also to geolop .
sp. Akers

ern ironmental studies aria
biology niajors.

In other action, the
con mutter tabled the siJSU
s.411..1. Club’s request for
)2ii

because

.’epresentatives

did

club
not

what
the
:now exactly
!none. would be spent for

ri said of the club’s
fur ling request, ’The way
now,
set
up right
there’s no MO we can
inake a decision:’
1 be clubs representat ie e- were told ti find out
exactiv what the requested
allocation would be spent

for and to return to the
committee with the information next Monday.

all profits would be subject
to
A.S.
spending
stipulations, so the group
would not. for instance, be
allowed to buy Coors beer
with the money.

Shugart Associates"

QUALITY MATERIALS
FOR
FINE ARTS
GRAPHICS
CALLIGRAPHY
DRAFTING

Bail for Cummings denied
Donald James Cummings, the SJSU honor student
accused of two campus-area murders and seven other

program

board would put on the
concert if the mariaitement
club did not

Death sentence a possibility

Is

music

el I.
ban all profits would gir to
A S

the

the

money

classical

He said the concert will

a

the

speakers

hosting

Tickets for the "Back

orireinal

expects

he

fill

"father of
bluegrass." drew only 550
persons and lost monej .

$2,749 cost of the event is
repaid to A.S.
The club

said

rather

Monroe,

The club can keep any
profits made from tickets
sales

on-campus

from off campus than have
onlj 500 students show up

.storris Dailey Auditorium
0

for

auditorium

in

April 3.

spent

Schroeder

a

swing band ’’Back in the
"saddle"

member

advertising rather than offcampus.

Industrial

requested
concert

A S. allocated 8200 to the
organization for the cost of

Andy Arias said more of
the student money should

com-

Earlier this semester,

be

have to

Committee

Students

allocations

would

1,oard to book tfic

Hi Me ileac t uturt..

so much of
the publicity cost would in
effect be wasted.

turned away,

Society of Civil Engineers
were recommended by the
special

could the concert be
out, but 1,000 more

sold

82,749 for the Industrial
Management Society and
$300 for the SJSU student

Will be on campus 1
Wednesday, March 18
Electronic Engineers
Analog/Digital,
Microprocessors
Mechanical Engineers
Small Mechanism
Design/Development
The company is dynamic, the growth Opportunities are
simply great That’s the only way to describe Shugart
Associates in Sunnyvate, the phenomenal leader in
Rotating Memory Systems. It you’re ready a kick off
your career in this type of environment, then sign UP
now in tht Career Planning and Placement Center We
are proud to be an affirmative action employer tr f

Upon further investigation, Cummings was charged
with the murders of 21-year-old Blythe Nielsen, an SJSU
student, in her 12th Street apartment and 59-year-old
Phyllis Higdon in her Fifth Street home.
In addition, he faces four burglary charges, one
sexual assault charge and an additional assault charge.
Cummings’ preliminary hearing has been set for

d=71 Shugart

rSAN JOSE ART

April 20 with his trial slated for April 28. Until then, he
remains in Santa Clara County Jail.

,......4111 87 Valley Fair Center 365 San Antonio Road
San JOSe Calif 99128 km View Calif 94040
249.8700
94, 3600
San Jose Art. Paint &Wallpaper

Cummings has pleaded innocent to all nine charges.
He was enrolled in the University Alternative
Program, a program which helps ex-convicts get a

475 Oakmead Parkway
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

A

STORE HOURS
Mon- Fri 9 to 9 Sat 9 to 5:30 Sun 12 to 5
Valley Fair
Mountain View
Mon- Sat 9 to 5:30

university education, while at SJSU. The program will not
continue after this semester.

classifieds
Announcements
CAMPUS MINISTRY Worship:
Protestant. Sundays at S p.m:
Roman Catholic. Sundays a,
p.m . Episcopal, lint and third
Sundays at 6 30 pm , and
Lutheran, Thursdays at 7 p
at the Campus Christian Center,
3005. 10111 St.
STUDENT DENTAL Plan. Take
care of your mouth and teeth
ENROLL
SAVE
MONEY.
NOW!!
Intormation and
brochures at A.S. Mee or into
desk. or call 371.6611.
WANTED :
BASEBALL
Yearbooks and World Series
programs, autographs, statues,
sports memorabilia
QUICK
CASH See Or Lapin, ’fuseless
Tower 767. or call 077 0191.

es

A THING of beauty is a lay temper
... Give the gift only you can
give, a beautiful. award winnrng
portrait
by
JOHN
color
PAULSON PHOTOGRAPHY
7706
Call John e
THE SJSU Sierra Club is sponsoring
a day hike to Las Trainees
Regional Park on March S. For
informallon call Mitch 14151 164
tiro also a tow spaces are
available for the March 7347 ski
trip to So. Lake Tahoe. Sign up
and planning meeting March It.
7 30 p.m.. Guadalupe Room,
Student Union.

...
0.

ST PAUL’S Methodist Young Adult
invites you to the slide
"
show "Crisis in El Sal
this Sunday. March IS, 79 pm,
at St. Paul’s Church, 405 S. 10111
St For more Mlo call Steve at
771425 or the Church office at
794-4544

I.

Automotive
79 SUBARU 404 Wagon, wet. VC,
AM/PM Cass., DM fires oire
cortil.,m,vbast offer. Call 247.
4497,

1

Help Wanted

4

HOURLY wage
COMPANIONS
Work with retarded persons in
afternoons,
homes
their
No
evenings. or weekends
esperlence needed We tram
Call 964.2259 or 156.061111
IN
CHINESE
wonted. Write Jay Veral at 1450
Koll Circle, Suite 113, San Jose,
CA MM.
nun
CLUE Midi
expeditions! Nodded.
lest rrrrrrr , Office
, Counselors. Europe
Caribbean. Wonldwidit Sum
trier, Career. Send 55.95 plus 5’
application,
for
handling
to
guide
openings
CRUISEWORLD, 1035 Walt
Ave., Sacramento, CA 951160.

CRUISES.
...line
Sports

1

SUMMER RAFTING Jobs! 51,200 to
57,600! Training provided!
Grand Canyon, Hawaii. Africa.
sena 54.95 for application, in.
formetion guide (plus free lob
guide to Lake Tahoe. CA), to
WHITEWATER, 2535 Watt Ave.,
Sacramento, CA 951160.
JOBS IN Alaska! Summer. year,
round. High pay, SOO to 53.000
per month. All fields Parks,
Fisheries, Oil Industry and
more! For 1901 employer
listings and into guide, send 54 to
AL ASCO, P0. Box 9177, San
Jose. CA. 15761 Sober Rd,.
Saratoga, CA 95070.
TRII,C HEM liquid embroidery.
Crafts instructors wanted. No
investment, we trail. Have fun
while you earn. Cali Haroi at
946 MI for free demonstration
and information
STAFF OPENINGS this summer at
Camp Kimmel, camp for
hying Judaism, In S. Calif. Call
Jack Stein, 3357144.
SALESMAN WANTED Part time
full.tline pay. Eves and
Sat. Perfect for students. No
roper. needed. Call Cartune
Club at /47-4264 betw 1,3 p.m.
STOCK PERSON: Need strong,
energetic person. Accepting
applications at KIMCO, $30 E.
E velyn Ave., Suite 0, Syn
nyvale, CA.
SOLICITORS WANTED Phone and
foot. Solar Brokers. Hrly rate
Plot bonus plus comm. Call 40500, ask for Gary or Jim. Wk
your hrs rrrrrr school!
RECREATION DEPT. Salvation
Army has excursion position
open. Hours flexible to students
schedule. 54.50 per/hr. Call Lie.
995.4411.
PAID VACATION: I am a disabled
grad. student seeking an aide
traveling comp. for summer
hip. I am 31. No experience etc.
55411 me. Call am’s 3542716.
W

IDE to work am ’s for
disabled grad. student In L.G.
’ 114.60 hr. Will train. 3542716.

NEED EXTRA S. Need help with
Nestling, yardwork and odd
lobs. Call 2297 4167
DELIVERY PERSON needed 2days
a met or More. It to 6 Moe. and
Fri Mat, clean person only
apply to represent our party
rental store. B and BEE Party
Rents. MI 11700

SEER MAKING kit. Makes 4 cases.
$32.95. Beer Makers of America,
tRW N Olt Call 208 6447 Open
WidiSal

TO THE Piremans Flame, Thanks
tor your support at ReF911^.7I
Convention We couldn’t have
done it without you. We love ya
all. Pikes.

Services

Travel
_
FREE COUNSELING FOR
Student Travel
Europe, Asia, Mexico, Hawaii,
Africa, USA, International
Identity Card, Email, Eritrea.
hostel card, camping tours,
overseas lob placement, student
ship, wide map selection, books,
backpacks and voltage con.
Trip and r
I, 140 W.
San Carlos (next to Main Public
Library), 2 blocks front campus.
Open 7 days: Mon..Fri., 94:
Sat., WS: Sun., 0000.5. Call M.
1613.
SUMMER STUDY in Peru. Earn up
to 7 units next summer A total
immersron 7 week experience rt.
Peruvian Culture Contact Dr.
Hamilton. Foreign Language. at
2774576.
WHITEWATER RAFT trips
Discount prices in April! it
percent off. For free brochure
call 6811.11551 or write, Rollinson
River Rafting, 777 Palmer Ave..
Aptos. CA 95007.

Housing
SAN JOSE Residence Club and
Mother Olson’s Lodging Houses:
Great guys and gals. Kitchen,
TV, linen, maid service,
fireplace.
courtyard
and
parking, sse to MO per week
shared, 00 le 1115 per wets
single. 202 S. 11th St. Office, 122
N. SM. St. Call 99110233.

CAMPUS CHRISTIAN Center:
Roman Catholic and Protestant
campus
ministries
offer
relsgioUS Services, study groups,
social events and counseling at
100 S. 10th St., call 7911-0204. Fr.
Dan Derry, Sr. Joan Panetta,
Ms. Lynda DeManti, Rev. Norb
Firniaber, Rev. Peter hoop -

LOOKING FOR A
wedding photographer?
images by
John Paulson PhOtOgraphy
are expressfons ol our Solt,
elegant and universally on
derstood For me lines, award
winning photography, call John
at 040 MS
TAXES DONE while you wait lor
1040A and 50A. Reliable, former
business student. Call 2641559.
HOLISTIC
YOGA w/SwIni
Noranisn. M Mu Th. 7-1 p.m.
Lecture. sahang, discussion.
Sun. 7.9 p.m. 330 S. 3rd, Suite C
(Ind Hoer). For information
regarding other activities and
workshops. call 2117.5963.

USED FURNITURE Dinettes from
1149.50. Sottrohair sets from
$169.54. Bedroom sets from
$10.50. Lamps from $10.10.
Mattress and spr mos frOM
s79 50
COPT FURNITURE
RENTAL
CENTER,
4975
Stevens Creek Blvd., I ON, east
of Lawrenso Emmy. Call 944.

TYPING: DONE in my home.
Reasonable. Call Lynn at 73111914.

LEARN TO Fly. Primary and
Instruction, C 151. 521
Ad
per hour Wet Dual 56.50 ground
55 (hourly). Call Dan, 293.4157,
HIT N’ RUN. Wedding/Party Band,
Top 40 music, appealing to all
ages. 5 member band available
now. Call Stuart at 2304765.

Typing
TYPING. THESIS, Term Papers.
etc. Erperienced and fast.
Reasonable rates. Call 269.4674.

TYPING: I’LL type anything.
.
dependable.
E xpert
professional North Valley area.
Call Mary Lou at 2634759.
l.ioyeaes
TYPING SY a
experience. Neal, accurate. All
, resumes.
formats.
dissertations
reports,
Deadlines guaranteed. So, San
Jose, Call Kathie at 571-1716.
TYPING: ONE letter to large mail
lists, reports, manuals or
resumes. Quality work at
reasonable prices Call TI4E
E XECUTIVES ASSISTANT at
2111-11413
GLEN/ALMADEN.
WILLOW
Quality typing and editing.
Research papers, resumes, etc.
Ask tor Marcia Morton at 166.
9440.

AFF0 r
. CUSTOM designed
invitations for weddings, parties
or
business
occasions.
Calligraphy our specialty. Invitations Ink
Call Colleen or
Tern at 2844444 or 267-5019.

TYPING
FAST, accurate and
p rrrrr sional.
I 1.50/pg.
Day/Eves,
Call
KEY
WACKERS, 947.1433 or 272.4525.

TYPING. -THESES, reports,
etc. ISM Selectric, SI per fuli
double spaced, typed page. Live
near Cambrian/Los Gatos area
Conscientious. Call Pat at 754
TOSS.

FAST, PROFESSIONAL resumes
design, phototype and print
Day/evening and Saturday
service i Ad Writers) Call 295

TYPING/ EXPERIENCED Sees,
types all? Reports. resumes,
theses. low Cost. accurate, fast
hien quality Pam 3110641, eves
(Santa Clara or San Tomas
ExP

Tops.
TYPING
THAT’S
Experienced typist for term
papers, theses, etc. Santa Clara
area. Call Teny 11214.3H7.
LOS ALTOS/Palo Alto Selectric II
typing in my &lice SI 75 per
double spaced page TO years
experience for SJSU students.
Call Irene at 9414015.
TYPING. TOP quality guaranteed.
IIIM Correcting Selectric II. All
work proofed and edited for
spelling, Rates, 51.50 for double
sp. page, S1 for single sp. page;
13 per page for letters; 53 per
page tor resumes (incl help
w/set up). Cash only No checks
The bit
please Remember
terness of poor quality remains
099 after the sweetness of a low
price is forgotten. Call: KITTY
at 33E3099 between Sand loom
and on weekends.
CUPERTINO TYPING near
115M
Collg,
DitAriza
Selec/many Nee styles 11/c101
sped pg. Like any lob, good
work/low cost. Charlene 2$7.
PM eavieve
TYPING IN my home. IBM
Electronic 60 typewriter. North
Valley Area. S1.50 dbl spaced
page. Cash Call Elsie. 2S9 4983

WEEKEND TYPING wild weekday.
IBM Electric. SI per page,
editing, phpie 274-9457.
PROF. TYPING services. IBM
Selectric correctable. 110 wpm.
10 years eperwnce. All typing
accepted? Call Jane at 751.5941
any time. SI.S0 per Page.
TYPING, PROFESSIONAL, Neat,
Accurate. Theses, Reports,
Resumes. Choice ot elements
incl. teCh. 252-3015
and
rrrr
r
FAST, Accurate
ional,
Reports. Deadlines rrrrr nteed.
Reasonable rates. IBM Selectric
III. Call Jan, 713-1556.

TYPING:

THE SECRETARY in Sunnyvale
fun ox Ewe... Typewriter.
Ake, dictaphone fri transcribe
tapes. Editing capability. Phone
737.1104 for quote.
ipls,
THESES, REPORTS,
etc, ; ISM SC If, Cynthia/S.C..
2474433: Mary/M.V.,465-2261.
TYPING: Quality typing at
IBM Selectric
reasonable
II sell -correcting. Pick-up and
delivery on campus 10 years
Pig...Call Diane at 2664061

Save a
fistful!
Shop the
Spartan
Daily Classifieds..

EASY TYPE TYPING Service. Fast,
accurate, p.olessronal Word
processing available A tom
piety typing service Call 249
0412

SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Print Your Ait Here
iCnunt approximately 30 lett,

(Effective: Fall 1980)

One
day
?Imes
4 row
5 Iona,

Frye
days
$4 20

Earn
*des’,
Moral
day
$ 70

SI 75

04 90

S 70

$545

05 60
$630

S 70

Two
days

throe
days

$280

$350

$385

03 50
$4 20

$420

$4 55

$490

$525

04 90

0560

$595

$6 15

Fout
days
$4 05

$70

Print name
Address
City

F nclo Bad i

Dam.

tarn addffional Iwo add
$ 70

For Sale

WEDDING SPECIAL
70 Color Prints
Album, Shoots of photography.
Bride keeps the negatives. S150
plus TAX. To reserve your
wedding date. call 046 3749.
Ouai,Iv Wedding Photography
Ion It years by Douglas Sch.
warts.

BEST PRICES
(lest Machine
Best Trois,
60 N 3rd, No SD
207 4355 alter?

WO bedroom, two bath,
sec. building and g
sunder ks. rec room, washroom.
Pool table, ping pool. 11110 1625
and 5450 a month. One child OK,
under excellent management.
292.5452.

/URN. STUDIO. All Psi paid. $260
me. plus sec. dep. I *Ns. SJSU.
Non.smoker. 264.6422 evenings.

TYPING: ACCURACY, neatness,
xdeadlines guaranteed.
perienced WI masters, reports
and dissertations. Approved by
SJSU Graduate Office, IBM
Selectric II. SI/Blossom Hill
Area. Call Janet at 127.9525.

HAYMOND AND Tyson Set rrrrr lel
Fast,
Service.
proofed. Teeing edited ler
spelling. IBM Selectric, Call
Sharon at 9264324 between 5:30
and 10:70 P.m.

OWN ROOM!! Live in babysitter for
working single mother. Room
and board pNs bonus. Call
Renee West at ere -01116 after 5
P.m.

APT. FOR Rent. 5330 per me.. 555 S.
tOth St., 2 Phew’s. 2 bath. Call
2974554, 17 P.m. tea P.m.

SAY IT With Balloons The fun
altetnatrve to flowers. Two
dozen long stemmed balloons
delivered tor valentine’s Da,
birthdays, or lust to say "I love
you," Lolly Thoughts Balloon
Co Call 265 9196

$ 70

$ 70

$ 70

$ 70
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER

Personals
,..r
SKY DIVE, Our complete torsi ,urnp
course is $55. group rate. 535. All
instructors licensed. Pakten
Parachute School. Call 1209)634
1544.
HEY, PIKES... Congradulatrons
Delta Pi, for hating the largest
reponel convention in Pi Kappa
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Committee wants more cops
Creating funds in the 1981-82 iiJSU budget to add four
now -temporary police positions to the University Police
Department will be discussed at a meeting of the Concerned University Employees and Students Committee at
noon today in Room 120 of Sweeney Hall formerly the
Education Building.
The four positions were funded for only one year with
a portion of a $500,000 state grant given to the campus last
year to increase public safety personnel and equipment.
The committee is also requesting 2.7 dispatcher
positions, that would be filled by part-time and full-time
employees, be added to the budget.
Executive Vice President Jack Coleman will speak at
the meeting. Coleman was asked to speak because he
knows the process and is a source of expertise." according
to chairwoman Marilyn Radisch.
Radisch said funds for the police positions were
contained in the university’s original budget proposal, but
the funds were cut out by the State Department of
Finance.
The state legislature is now conducting hearings on
the proposed budget, Radisch said.
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Associated Students
Program Board presents a
special show honoring
"Womyn’s Week’ tonight
of "My Brilliant Career."
It will be shown in Morris
Dailey Auditorium at 7 and
10 p.m. Admission is $1.50

high academic standards.

for
Association
Computing Machinery is
holding a general membership drive and meeting
today at 1 p.m. in
Engineering, room 300. For
more information, call
University Booktalks Mark Koehler at 243-7366.
will feature Conrad
Counselors Services
Borovski at 12:30 p.m.
today in the Staff will hold a stress reduction
reveiw
workshop
today at 2:30 in
Cafeteria. He will
Gunther Grass’ "The Administration Building,
room ’M. For details, call
Flounder."
Schumacher at 277The Chinese Language :2986
Club will show a free
The Human PerChinese movie with
English subtitles torught at formance Club will hold a
7 in Sweeney Hall for- general meeting at 11:30
merly the Education a.m. today in the Women’s
Building), room 100. For gym picnic area. For more
further information, call information, call Bill
Jon Abbott or Jenny Sin at Uhrharniner at 962-8675.
295-9841.
SJSU Reading Lab will
The International hold a free mini -course
tssociation of Students in today concentrating on
E.Noomics and Business techniques from 11 a.m, to
a general meeting noon in Sweeney Hall
a: 4 pm. in the S.U. ( formerly the Education
Building), room 235. For
Room.
more information call 277SJSU Bike Club and 3597.
3..a.r.o4 Team will hold a
r.ack" race at
ATTENTION: SparRock Park today. taguide announcements
L-.7.4rIstert students should will run on a spacefr:r.t of the Student available basis.
p m. For more
u-rionmauon. call Michael
ohnsen at 298-4537 or
Danielsen at 277-8699. -continued

up the sides of the holes
arose. Occupational Safety
and Health Administration
regulations require the
reinforcement of deep pits
people must enter in the
course of their work.
Stickle presented a
slideshow of artifacts taken
from the sites. He also
presented slides of what he
called "ecofacts" or items
of at indicate the presence
of plant or animal
resources used by the
Indians.
Bone fragments tound
at the site are thought to
belong to ancient s that
once roamed in this area.
These were probably

hunted by the Indians for
food and other products.
Other bone fragments
are believed to be from
grizzly bears that once
inhabited the area. These
were also probably used by
the Indians.
Also displayed were
the points used by Indians
in this area for hunting
these and other animals.
Finely crafted of stone,
the points resembling what
are commonly called
arrowheads.
Some of the points
were fashioned of obsidian,
a scarce material in this
area. The local Indians
probably bartered with
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In Celebration

Dr. E. Gary Stickle put together a presentation
that summarized the findings of major excavations dealing with the lives of the Ohlone
Indians in San Jose.
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THE LONG WHARF THEATRE

probe
always a step ahead.
That’s why Probe Systems, Inc. has a reputation for technical excellence
in the research, development, analysis, and production of Electronic
Systems for U.S. Defense. And to stay a step ahead, we’re searching for
top professionals to be involved in the following areas:

Signal Processing
Communications Analysis
Digital and Hardware
Development
If you have a BS. MA. or PhD in Electronics/Electrical Engineering, take
a step ahead in your career and find out more about Probe Systems.
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Interviews Will Be Held
At Your Placement Center
On Monday, March 16
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UESDAY, MARCH 17. 1981

8:00 P.M.

We have one-half of the house (front to rear) to sell to
4 IVY Student Staff or Faculty at AN school with valid! 10
door
(2. tickets par I 11 Show I

HAVE $10.50 AND $8.50 RESERVED SEATS
FOR $7.00 AND $5.00
Also great prices for Thlobolus-- March 24 and Ballet West -May
For ran’, rnforrnatenn call1408) 277.1807 or 277 3228
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Wednesday, March

When you have a reasorar..s a pr. r :)a 1_
ignore you," she said. But wr.er.
sensitive parts ..."
Kennedy stressed she felt the women s
tr7.%7:
a long way to go in achieving its goa:s Pan
problem, she said, is women who are not feminists
"Let’s figure half the women in the country are sows
or pigs or wimps or something," she said.
Kennedy ridiculed criticisms from the audience of her
contributions to Hustler.
"If you can’t end the corruption, get in on it," she
said.
Kennedy received $1,300 for her appearance on behalf
of the SJSU’s "Womyn’s Week", which receives funding
from the Associated Students.
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SHOPPING CT A

"We’re winding the
project down now," he
said.

Continued fair and warm with variable high
cloudiness and hazy skies. The high today will be 70 and
low tonight 45. Winds will be light.
Forecast by the SJSU Meteorology Department.

IN.

V.

1;PLAZA1
CAMPBELL

Various other practical
and decorative items were
found. Fragments of fired
pottery and tools such as
awls, a stone anvil, stone
pestles and scrapers were
displayed in the slide show
Also shown were personal
items carved from bone
such as a fragment of a
bone whistle and a bone
ring.
The deepest excavations, Site 178, is about
nine meters or 30 feet deep
and contains artifacts
thought to date back to the
year 9,000 B.C.
Stickle declined to
identify the exact locations
of the digs.
"We’ve had some
vandalism problems at the
sites." he said.
The first phase of the
research is coming to an
end, according to Stickle.

from page I

Save the Arts-Save the
Students i SASS is forming
an open convention today
at 3 p.m. in the S.U.
Almaden Room to form a
political party dedicated to

"We want to work with the administration on this,"
Radisch said. "We want to pull together with them and the
police department."

other groups of Indians
from the north for the
obsidian, Stickle said.

FEMINIST

Campus Ministry is
a Lenten Worship
:.x.lay at noon in the
Campus Christian Center
:rapel. For more details,
,intact Norb Firnhaber at
316-0-204

The committee hopes students, staff and faculty will
contact their representatives expressing suoport for the
funding, Radisch said.
The groups wants to act quickly, Radisch said,
because "It’s difficult to know when they I the legislature)
are meeting about the issue."
Radisch said the meeting should also show that the
University Police Department, administration and the
committee have not drawn permanent battle lines. even
though they disagree on issues like the addition of surveillance cameras on campus.

Highway archaeological site
contains Indian artifacts find
by Brace Rockland
Scenes and descriptions of the lives of the
Ohlone Indians who
inhabited the East San Jose
area before the time of
Columbus were presented
to an audience of SJSU
anthropology and archaeology enthusiasts last
week.
The
presentation
summarized the findings of
major excavations along
the Highway 101 "Blood
Alley" bypass. It was given
by Dr. E. Gary Stickle,
director of site work for the
project.
Funded by the state
departtransportation
ment, Caltrans, the project
had a budget of "about
$700,000," according to
Stickle.
The project was
complicated when archaeologists working the
site continued to unearth
artifacts beneath the one
meter depth.
The group had been
told by Caltrans to expect
artifacts to a depth of only
one meter
As the ho:es of:2-,e
got deeper. :he pee: t.: :r-:c
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Probe Systems, Inc. is located on the beautiful San Francisco Peninsula
and has an excellent salary and benefits package. (i.S. Citizenship required. Principals only. EOE m/f/h.

Probe Systems, Inc.
Personnel Manager
655 North Pastoria Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086
(408) 732-6550
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My Brilliant Career is the story of a young woman living in turn -of the -century Australia. Her independent nature causes her to rebel
against the societal standards for women, professing instead her
desire to pursue a career.
"A universally appealing story." -- NEWSWEEK
7 & 10 pm
$1.50
Morris Dailey Auditorium
NOTE PROGRAM CHANGE:
COAL. MINER’S DAUGHTER, originally scheduled for Wednesday, March 11. is
unfortunately no longer available and has been replaced by MY BRILLIANT
CAREER
MY BRILLIANT CAREER, originally scheduled for Monday. March 16, will play
TODAY ONLY. Wednesday, March 11 at 7 and 10 P In

THIS FRIDAY
March 13

FRIDAY RICKS

presents
-Fright Night"
WAIT UNTIL DARK 800 pm) &
FRIDAY THE 13th 110.00 pm) &
Late Show: NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD (11:45 pm)

All three movies for the single admission price of 41 501 Shows are at the
times indicated, in Morris Dailey Auditorium For more information, call 277.
2807 or 277 3228

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS iliMill

